IHF HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP

Advancing development of management and leadership for better health.

The capability of the healthcare executives and their teams is proportional to the health outcomes of individuals, organisations and systems.

HM-SIG OBJECTIVES

Promote formal recognition of healthcare management as a profession

Provide a network of healthcare executives and associations committed to achieving better health outcomes

Support the adoption of the Global Healthcare Competency Directory as a global framework

Develop programs to support emerging healthcare management associations

WHO CAN JOIN

The SIG is open to IHF Full and Associate Members interested and committed to the SIG goals. Participation is complimentary to all IHF Members.

WHERE TO MEET

The IHF World Hospital Congress provides opportunities for face-to-face meetings. A full parallel session is organized to present outcomes of the work of the SIG.

HOW IT WORKS

The IHF Exchange Platform provides the arena for virtual exchanges among SIG members: participate to ongoing discussion and create new topics.

GOVERNANCE & OPERATION

The SIG has its own governance under the auspice of IHF. A steering committee composed of selected SIG members set the annual agenda and priorities.

Contact:

IHF Secretariat
Sara Perazzi Membership & Project Manager
sara.perazzi@ihf-fih.org
+41 (0) 22 850 94 20
2017 Work Plan
Building on the work of the Global Consortium for Healthcare Management which developed the Global Competency Directory, the SIG will develop an ambitious program to promote the priority to enhance leadership and management practices in healthcare systems.

Improve patient care and advance healthcare systems improvement
Collaborate with academic centres and accreditation bodies
Promote establishment and support of emerging healthcare management associations (HMAs)

GET INVOLVED IN THIS SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
For more information and participation opportunities contact Sara Perazzi at sara.perazzi@ihf-fih.org

Enhancing the use of the Global Leadership Competencies for Healthcare Services Managers
A workshop hosted by the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) in Washington DC, February 2017, will progress the HM-SIG objectives to promote the possibilities of the Global Competency Directory internationally and to support emerging healthcare management associations.

Join us for the annual IHF World Hospital Congress
Meet your peers: attend the Healthcare Management SIG Special Session
Get access to a wide range of best practices from international experts
Maximize your networking experience … meet key healthcare leaders from all around the world

• Join the IHF Community and gain direct access to worldwide best practices •